POCAHONTAS COUNTY STUDENTS RECEIVE THE “SAGA AWARD” FROM NEW RIVER

Several members of the Class of 2010 at Pocahontas County High School were recognized by New River Community and Technical College during the annual PCHS Awards Night Program. The students successfully completed an English Composition class taught by New River instructor Beverly Pauley during first semester and also submitted articles to “The Saga,” the news and literary publication of the college’s Greenbrier Valley Campus in Lewisburg.
Each student received “The Saga” award, symbolic of voluntary extra-curricular participation in the publication. Members of the Class of 2010 honored at the assembly included Steven Brandt, Jairus Morton, Reid Harper, Josh Arbogast, Nathaniel Lash, Sam Rose, Martin Lockman, Chris Kopriva, Gabrielle Cutlip, Brittany Hall, Abe Rittenhouse, Cheilyn Brown, Emily Brown, Laurel Fischer, Joy Walkup, Gus Willis, Janessa Turner, Amanda Nottingham, Toni Dilley, Jesse Bolyard, and Adrienne Nottingham. Mike Williams, coordinator of “The Saga,” presented the awards.
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